METERING BIN

ENHANCE DOWNSTREAM
EFFICIENCY & COMMAND
TONNAGES
Place a Green Machine® metering bin at the
beginning of your system to enhance downstream efficiency by producing an even flow
of material and controlling throughput. Our
metering bin is built with a heavy-duty steel
chain-edge belt equipped with a variable
drive to command tonnage rates.

METERING BIN ADVANTAGES
The metering bin can be ‘fed and forgotten’ - meaning less labor required
for system feed loaders, as well as
freeing up space on the tip floor.
Variable speed belt and metering
drum controls throughput and allows
fine tune adjustments between belt
and drum ratios.

Thick piano hinge 1/4”, “A”-pan style
steel feed belt can withstand impact
from virtually all material types.
Constructed with 30# ASCE rail
design to prevent material build-up
and provide smooth surface for belt
and rollers to travel.

Optional hydraulic “finger-style” bag
opener system can be installed above
the metering bin drum.

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE
TO LEARN
MORE!

CONTACT GREEN MACHINE TODAY
(800)-639-6306 ext. 2 (sales)
sales@greenmachine.com
www.greenmachine.com
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KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS

A

Metering bin feed zone built with a full length
impact wall and extended load hopper.

Protects system when loading and prevents spillage.

B

Oversized metering drum with angled lifting spikes.

Evenly meters material and lifts bulky material overthe-top making for easier pre-sorting of hazardous
materials.

C

Optional bag opener.

Modular finger-style bag opening system rips open bags
that are pulled over-the-top by the metering drum.

D

“A” pan style steel feed belt.

Increases lifetime of belt and withstands impact from a
wide variety of recycling applications.

E

Bin discharge transition chute.

Prevents spillage between metering bin & system feed
conveyor transition.

F

Emergency push button e-stop and gravity fed
oilers on both sides.

Stop your system from processing if an emergency arises on the tip floor.

METERING BIN TECHNICAL SPECS
Holding Capacity

15 CuY Bin: 1.2 Tons
60 CuY Bin: 4.8 Tons

30 CuY Bin: 2.4 Tons
120 CuY Bin: 9.6 Tons

Drive Specs

Conveyor: 5 HP TEFC Energy Efficient (460/3/60); Variable
Drum: 7.5 HP TEFC Energy Efficient (460/3/60); Variable
Bag Opener: 2 HP TEFC Energy Efficient (460/3/60); Variable

Dimensions

Belt Width: 72”
Feed Height: 13’ 11” Above Ground
Metering Drum Diameter: 5’

